Lake Forest College buys Chicago

Lake Forest College, which has purchased the entire city of Chicago for its educational enrichment, takes an exciting new step in community involvement. With the recent influx of new students and faculty, the college has decided to make Chicago a part of its educational landscape.

Lake Studies hosts raw meat-eating contest

Man Studies hosts raw meat-eating contest

Iraq War found out to be massive April Fool’s joke

Lake Forest College but purchased the entire city of Chicago for its educational enrichment. Virtually every aspect of Lake Forest College has been affected by this decision, including student life, faculty research, and the university’s overall mission.

The decision to purchase Chicago was made after extensive negotiations with city officials. The cost of the purchase was $1.75 trillion, which is less than the price of the city when it was purchased by Lake Forest College.

“This is a major moment in the history of Lake Forest College,” said President Alice Heiman. “This purchase will allow us to provide our students with a unique educational experience that is unmatched anywhere else in the world.”

The college has already begun planning for the development of new facilities and programs that will take advantage of the city’s rich history and culture. A new campus will be built, and the college will work closely with the city to ensure that the new facilities blend seamlessly with the existing urban landscape.

The city of Chicago will continue to operate under the existing government structure, but Lake Forest College will have a significant role in shaping the city’s future. The college will also work with local businesses and organizations to create economic opportunities for the city’s residents.

The purchase of Chicago is expected to generate significant economic benefits for Lake Forest College and the city as a whole. The college estimates that the new campus will bring in $1.75 trillion in new revenue over the next 30 years, which will be used to support student scholarships and other academic programs.

Lake Forest College is confident that this bold move will be a major contributing factor to the college’s continued success. The college will work closely with the city to ensure that the new campus is a success and that it meets the needs of both the college and the city.

See Man on page 50
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Bowling for Poop

Students showered by $50 per person fecal explosion

MATTHEW KEEL

CIVIC SCENE

Stinky and messy, the student body witnessed in horror as it got collectively showered by the burning bowel movements of the e-Team after the group put $60,000 towards the project to cover every student with excrement.

"They named the event "Bowling for Poop,"" said Kate Thomas, a sophomore. "It was an abysmal flop, we would spend this money on a smelly orgy of goodness," said Ryan Lukas, senior and organizer of the event. "The truth is, this event will stay with everyone."

"Okay. The concert and the explosion both are horrid wastes of my cash," said sophomore Kate Thomas. "I think it'd be better if we all received METRA ten rides and a free ticket to a Cubs [or White Sox] game as opposed to being showered by [expl. deleted]."

"The actual cost of the explosion isn't the expensive part," Lukas said. "You know, the price of cleanup. The crews spent around $40,000 just on cleanup. It's unbelievable, but we sure are improving our programming!"

Contact Information

The Chive

742 Sheridan Road • Highwood, IL 60040
847.579.4010 Fax: 847.579.4014

COFFEE AND ESPRESSO BAR, TEA BAR, PASTRIES, CHEESES, FULL MENU, DESSERTS, GIFT CARDS, LIVE MUSIC AND MORE...

The Magic of Mocha—Not merely a destination, it is a state of mind: Mocha represents all things decadent, sensual, indulging...a retreat from the ordinary, where excellence is honored in a Dionysian state of culinary bliss; where the well of libations never runs dry...

All of our cuisine is prepared fresh from the finest ingredients sourced from around the globe; unfiltered boutique oils & sun-dried Adriatic sea-salts, aged cheeses, carved meats & specialty breads are lovingly in the orchestration of your dining experience. Whenever possible, we utilize as many natural ingredients as we are able, including organic produce. Nothing has been sacrificed to ensure you receive an exceptional level of attention so please don't hesitate to notify the chef of any special dietary concerns or allergies. Ciao!

HOURS
SUN-THURS...6am-1am FRI-SAT...6am-2am

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Lake Forest College person most likely to...

- have all his students drop “See this, it’s actually part fark” Communication professor.
- be convinced all problems will be solved by the Student Center’s dance floors. Bert “Mate” Tyler, Sociology professor.
- continue to be paid, but never work on campus. Mark “I like sociology” Kidd, Sociology professor.
- get pinned from half beens in Chicago. Earl, Director of Student Services.
- Politics professor.
-内容简介 a quarter of a million dollars.
- Eat “to the highest paid person at the college,” Vice President of Student Government.
- leave 15 messages on your phone in 3 minutes. Linda “Theatrical design is。。。 the internet is。。。 it’s down again。。。 etc.” Mathematics.
- ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND STUDENT SUPPORT MANAGER.
- save students from the plague. Claire “Want some special V?” Gray, Professor of science languages.
- focus a leg and an eye. Will “I’m the Toledo Chief of your pants?!” Preston.
- Professor of the Senior Class.

In high school, my nickname was ‘Sam-onella’ because I liked my chicken sandwiches fresh, if you know what I mean,” said Newman. “This seemed like the natural thing to do.”

Rules for the competition are fairly straightforward. Contestants in the Slaughterhouse 500 will be given the equivalent of half their bodyweight in meat. “That way everyone is on the same playing field,” explained Humbertson.

The first person to finish their helping is declared the winner. That person will receive an honorary Man Studies course credit as well as a tree to cut down, courtesy of Red Club. Runners-up are not to be discouraged, however. The first person to pass out will be named Mr. Congeniality.

“This isn’t the sole program the department has created to contribute to the community,” said LeMahieu. He took some time to describe the “Professor Great P Award,” an idea that came out of the P-Day celebration.

The annual “Professor Great P Award” (PGP) would be given to the male Lake Forest teacher who has done the most during the past year to restore male self-esteem, both to male students and to the dwindling percentage of male faculty members.

The award might be given either for explicit steps, such as carrying out Interdisciplinary Major Program Chair duties, during the preceding year... - or for conspicuous, implicit gentlemanly gestures. The PGP Award committee might also consider general aplomb.

Humbertson also provided: The Chive

The past chair of the Sexual Harassment Hearing Board — currently Jackie Slaats, presents the award. After formal words of appreciation she improvises a few chummy athlete-type comments and gives the winner a chummy pat on the butt.

The head of the Center for Chicago Programs — currently Rami Levin — praises the awardee for being “as fine a gentleman as Sarastro” and then accompanies herself on the piano as she sings the “Queen of the Night” aria from Mozart’s The Magic Flute.

The president and the deans of faculty and of students make a few appropriate (or inappropriate) remarks.

The implementation of the PGP Award hinges on the success of the raw meat-eating contest. The Man Studies majors hope for a large turnout to provide a much needed boost to the egoism and chauvinism necessary to be a successful man after college.

Brought to you by: .team

REPORTING FOR SOUP

Lucky Boys Confusion

Make sure to watch for details

NEWS

Master of Science in Education Programs

School of Education and Social Policy

818 Garrett Place

Evanston, IL 60201-0870

Looking to begin or advance a career in higher education?

Special Information Session

Earn a Master of Science in Education degree in Higher Education Administration and Policy.

Meet faculty and current students from the Higher Education Administration and Policy program. Hear about courses and full or part-time professional development opportunities.

Wednesday, April 5, 2006

6:00-7:30 PM

Annenberg Hall, room 345

Evanston Campus

Please RSVP at (847) 467-1458 or msexp@mail.seq.c.northwestern.edu

If you can’t attend this session please contact us for information about our general information sessions, which occur frequently on our Evanston campus.

www.sesp.northwestern.edu/msed
The Stentor and the Greek organizations have fought against the traditions of the General Assembly for a long time by rejecting publication on the Infobahn, but the Business Manager urges President Lorenza Taylor to reveal his connections with the former senator.

In addition, this constant whining and complaining has to got stop. You're not the ones slaving out here day after day, and you probably don't even know them. So, don't fall for their tactics and will be able to manipulate you into doing something. You must stand firm and be cautious of such knee-jerk speak of the publication and its constitution, any simpleton can understand.

I noticed this strange, smudgy streak. There, in the window, a floor. Tidying myself up for my walk of shame across campus, I noticed that weird meaty stuff that they serve isn't even chicken. *** sip...sip...sip... ***

You're not the ones slaving out here day after day, in the bitter cold, and extreme heat, guarding your cars. So, don't fall for their tactics and be cautious of such knee-jerk speak of the publication and its constitution, any simpleton can understand.
The Lake Forest College Student Symposium information available online

Hales inclusive, governmental victorious

Julianna Alesandria Hales who called for a "more inclusive" General Assembly during her presidential campaign, will be the head of GA next year. Gaining 62% of the vote in a field of three candidates, her challenge finished 36 points behind.

This was also the first year in recent memory where voter turnout was above 65%, or 622 students turned in a ballot.

"It's exciting to see this much interest in student leadership," said Chris Waugh, Director of Leadership and Community Involvement.

The winner for Vice President, junior Susan Dumont, hopes to see an increased academic culture on campus.

"I believe if we don't have a website our potential audience might be miss- understood if they couldn't find it.

She was designed by senior Amy Guiterrez and junior Diane Nikitina. Both were invaluable for comment at the time of printing.

Hales is impressed with the website and hopes to see video clips added in the future.

"The video clips can more fully communicate, through the words of actual students, why this is such an important event and a good experience for our campus," commented Hales.

One way that Snedden feels that the total sale of the composition into events is that it has the "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous" atmosphere.

"She hopes that the Lake Forest College Student Symposium website will the website to explore not only topics they are interested in, but areas they have never been consulted before."

The Lake Forest College Student Symposium website can be found at www.lfc.edu/symposium.

Sponsored and funded by the Student Government Syed Rahman is the President and the College Council- Rachel Stickney, Pete Harber and Philip Miller are the current Student Government VP, senior Ben Reiss.

"These two bodies could work together to give General Assembly a resounding student voice for the final decision," said Syed Rahman. "I believe if we didn't have a website our potential audience might be missed if they couldn't find it."

The site was designed by seniors Amy Guiterrez and junior Diane Nikitina. Both were invaluable for comment at the time of printing.

Snedden is impressed with the website and hopes to see video clips added in the future.

"The video clips can more fully communicate, through the words of actual students, why this is such an important event and a good experience for our campus," commented Hales.

One way that Snedden feels that the total sale of the composition into events is that it has the "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous" atmosphere.
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Nuclear powered presentation was tons of fun

**To infinity and beyond**

**English professor “accidentally” shoots colleague on fox hunt**

**FEATURES**

Ashad
BENEDICT OF A WRITER

Cited as being one of the best presentations ever on campus, students lined up across the quad last Friday night to get into visiting professor Dr. Richard Grey’s talk on radioactive waste, radioactivity and genetic mutations.

The entire auditorium buzzed with energy, waiting for Grey to arrive with his legendary graphs and schematics, when Security finally admitted the 200 students in the building in compliance with fire, safety and security measures, all students were required to go through a background check before even getting clearance to stand in line for the presentation.

The energy in the room soon became tangible, almost literally, as Grey entered the room and started the presentation on nuclear fallout, living in a radioactive world and the ethics of creating a master mutant race in a post-apocalyptic world. To illustrate some of the concepts of waste and survival, Grey brought along several interesting samples and isotopes.

“Radioactive-! Oh wow, we are so lucky to be sitting through this presentation,” said sophomore Elaina Komala, “since it has a half-life of just eight days, usually only survivors of nuclear meltdowns are lucky enough to see it. Good thing I took my iodine pills today!” Students who were not aware of the potential risk for thyroid cancer should know that the Health Center does still have iodine treatments available by appointment.

In addition, Grey shared with the audience several of his schematics for building and fortifying bases using scrap metal and top soil, as well as his point of view on the ethics of genetic experimentation on healthy humans in the aftermath of a nuclear war. Most students said that they found Grey’s presentation unmatched. “I believe that this proposal could even change the world around us. I am excited about this possibility,” said junior Nick Williams, “if we don’t prepare, how will we be able to support future Final Fantasy games?”

**CRAZY SURVIVOR MAN**

**ETHAN PHLEGM**

Recently, I have discovered a problem with our study abroad program. The program stems from the fact that our program is limited to Earth. Indeed, I feel that the planetary focus of our program (and most) is a huge weakness.

The galaxy is so large. It is strange to understand why cultural diversity is concentrated solely on the green planet. For example, the moon, who seems quite fond of us from its continual orbit around us, has already been conquered by our great compatriot Louis Armstrong (or at least by some director in Hollywood). Surely the moon would warmly greet students from Lake Forest.

We already know moon rocks! We have so much more to learn. Moreover, we have yet to discover Marvin the Martian in person, but we will know he exists. After all, he is one of the greater specimens and evidence shows that television is always true.

Anyway, I have presented you with an idea that I strongly believe strongly fits into Lake Forest College’s five year plan. The diversity this would bring is unmatched. I believe that this proposal could even change the world around us. I am excited about this possibility, and I would love to hear a response.

**REAL WRITER**

**ADAMS**

We already know moon rocks! We have so much more to learn. Moreover, we have yet to discover Marvin the Martian in person, but we will know he exists. After all, he is one of the greater specimens and evidence shows that television is always true.

Anyway, I have presented you with an idea that I strongly believe strongly fits into Lake Forest College’s five year plan. The diversity this would bring is unmatched. I believe that this proposal could even change the world around us. I am excited about this possibility, and I would love to hear a response.

**CRIME BUSTER**

**SHIRLEY, ACTUAL PROFESSOR MALLETTE’S PROTEGE.**

Circle K Rebecca Martin.

“Anyway, the party—” Indonesian sophomore Aida Suryani interrupted. “...however...”

**THE END**

**APRIL 1, 2006**
Students are requesting a crazy new Ninja Studies program for everyone!

RAFAEL SPLINTER
NOT A MUTANT NINJA TURTLE

You may have seen them lurking in the shadows last semester as you walked to class. Ninjas. They’re one of the most overlooked minority groups on campus, due to the fact that they are stealthy and have the ability to move silently.

Thanks to the popularity of the game Assassin’s Creed around Lake Forest, Ninjas have found the campus to be a great place to settle down and sharpen their throwing stars.

“It’s really the best place in the Midwest to go to school if you’re already a Ninja on the down low,” explains junior and Ninja Initiate Brandon Shook, “now we’re just looking for ways to increase the Ninja presence on campus and diversify the kind of needs that we can meet.” That’s where the new Ninja Studies department would come in.

The new 500 Year Plan for the college outlines ways in which new departments can be added, working towards the goal of a diverse campus, and Shook and his fellow Ninjas fully plan on taking advantage of those loopholes.

The current plan for the Ninja Studies department has two classes available initially, with minor in the department available for sophomores and incoming freshmen and a major available within the next 3 years. The department will work out of the Asian Studies offices until new, more tear-gas secure offices are made available.

“The Ninja studies department seeks to fill a void that is currently being ignored by the Asian Studies department – really cool flip kicks and flying jumps,” says Shook.

“What do people think about when they think of Asians, anyways?” asks Shook rhetorically. Then he went on to make several racist comments that were nonetheless very funny.

“A Ninja Studies department will attract talented students from all around the world. Currently, to attend the prestigious Ninja academies of Vietnam and Indonesia you have to be born into a Ninja family or complete a bloody crusade of revenge. Lake Forest is easier to get into and has better financial aid.”

A New Experience For Your Hair!

NEW AND IMPROVED CAC PILL!

“I took the CAC Pill and got a job that pays six figures and lost 40 pounds in five days! My student loans were paid off and the key to the city was under my pillow! Thanks CAC!” J. Shmoe

Tired of job searching and updating your resume?

Get your free sample of the magical CAC Pill today at the Career Advancement Center!

Recommended by 7 out of 10 Doctors!

Paid for by the Job Occupational Klondike Educational (JOKE) Association. All proceeds go to the Director of the CAC’s pocket and will be redeemed at Taco Bell.
Managing Editor, Dan Kolen: "The Stentor tastes goooood!!"

Editor in Chief, Will Pittinos croons: "I love you daddy!!"

Opinions Editor, Jessica Ferrell: "The Stentor is all I need."

Sports Editor, Joe Meixell: "Working at The Stentor burns many calories."

Chief Copy Editor, Moriah Cummems: "I love editing the paper every week."

Editorial Cartoonist, Rene Gomez: "I'm a drawing machine."
Policies

4.7.06
lake forest college
ice rink
doors open at 8pm

Student Tickets—Red Ticket Free by Reservation
Tickets for the Spring Concert may be picked up at LCI
beginning 9am March 27th through 5pm April 7th. Anyone wishing to reserve
a ticket for the Spring Concert must present their Lake Forest College ID to re-
serve one. There will be tickets available at the door provided that all tickets
have not been reserved prior to the concert on Friday night. Tickets are not
valid without a current Lake Forest College Student ID.

Guest Tickets—Blue Ticket $5
Guest tickets will be available for Five Dollars beginning 9am April 3rd
through 5pm April 5th only. If you are planning on bringing a guest to the con-
cert, you are required to register your guest prior to the concert. Your guest
must bring at least two forms of ID to the concert. Guests must be 18 or older
and must be accompanied by the student to which they are a guest at the time
of entry into the concert. Tickets will not be provided to guest at the door.
Limit two guest tickets per student.

Alcohol—
Non-compliance with any officer or student event staff may result in removal
without reentry.

Refunds—
There are absolutely no refunds for guest tickets to the Spring Concert.

Jerry's

$1 off ANY case of beer
for Lake Forest College students
with presentation
of this coupon!

Please Drink Responsibly!

Open 365 Days a Year
Sun. thru Thurs. 10 AM to 12 Midnight Fri. & Sat. 10 AM to 1 AM
409 Sheridan Road • Highwood, IL (847) 432-7100

LAKE FOREST STUDENTS
TAN ALL MONTH $9.95

30 days Silver-Level UV Tanning
or 1 Mystic Tan® Sunless Session
Your choice only $9.95!

Palm Beach Tan®
The Tanning Experts™

Your nearest store is at
799 Central Avenue - Highland Park
847-433-7382
9 Chicagoland Area Locations.
Visit www.palmbeachtan.com for additional locations.
New members only. One time only. Membership fee may apply. See store for complete details.
The Mets and Phillies

I was going to go...

“An out-of-sorts Orlando Ortiz scrambles to show surgeons the precise point of Dau’s demise.”

Everyone’s excited about B.J. Ryan’s...